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About This Game

Become the Avatar of the Saints Row Community with the Reverse Cosplay Pack. Chosen from the best of our fans' entries to
our Reverse Cosplay contest, two outfits were handpicked and turned into in-game outfits! Wear the Genki Space Pimp outfit to

end Zin filibusters in style, or don the Freckle Bitch's outfit to deliver justice the Saints way.
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saints row iv - reverse cosplay pack. saints row 4 reverse cosplay pack

This game is absolutely AMAZING!!! If you're a very musical person that has a broad and far taste in music then I'll tell you
this game is for you! Although, you MUST have rhythm. Me personally I'm a 6-7 year drummer, so I have fairly good rhythm
but I still do find this game VERY challenging. This game is filled with a whole lot of different genres of music varying house,
trance, rock, hip hop, RnB, Metal, Rap. So there's something for everyone!!!
If you do get this game, I do recommend doing the 3 tutorials first. It REALLY helps! Don't be "THAT GUY" that thinks "Oh
I'm a hardcore gamer that's also very musical, I can handle anything!" Don't be him. Actually... Don't be me then.
Playing on a standard difficulty can be very entertaining with it being really repetitive, but not only that but also the skill to
having to hit the button RIGHT ON TIME to get a perfect score.
This isn't the only part of the game that is amazing... There's more!
Once you complete certain levels or challenges you can unlock different modes such as the 'Beat Your Music' Mode. You can
upload your own music into the game and dance to it on a normal, hard, expert or master difficulty! This can become REALLY
entertaining for everybody, so I do suggest trying it out!

All in all, this game is pretty amazing if you're musical or even just LOVE music. If not, then I don't think this game is for you.
Vote this up if it convinced you in getting this game :). It's a fun bomberman clone, it feels a little unpolished as of now but it's
free and fun for a bit, I recommend it.. Wow, truly one of the best VR survival horror games out for the HTC Vive! Check out
my first VR gameplay, also with Mixed Reality view, in this video below:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RoV43t-MaJk

My short video "review" speaks for itself, but I have to add that that I´m amazed about Dreadhalls - its a lovely VR horror
experience with beautiful graphics, perfect sounds and music that adds to the immersion and gives the game a creepy feeling
from the first minute of your gameplay. Controls are perfect with FREE LOCOMOTION - no teleporting needed - and the
control system itself with Vive controller tracking and room scale support works just lovely.

I have only played for around an hour so far, but already almost sh*t my pants a few times - the jumpscare scenes are great, but
the best part is that the game is scary even when nothing is happening for the moment - and that's how a good VR horror game
should work. Its all about the atmostphere, sence of presence and immersion in the game.

All in all, I just love Dreadhalls so far - and I would recommend this to anyone out there with a Vive! Price is low, so its
definately a must-buy if you enjoy horror games - and if you dare to play them of course :)

Cheers
SweViver. Got it in the GOTY edition ;). I would have recommended the game but the following are missing:
- trade\/loan players
- more budget control (especially for nba)
Game is playable only for one-two seasons. After that all good players (especiall nba players with high fee) become FA fore
ever, because no team can sign them up. I had to use the data editor and assign players back to teams in order not to have 100
very good players sitting back for one-two seasons.

I will update my review if an upcoming update fixes the above.

#Update
My main issue in the game was fix, therefore I can now recommend the game. The story of this boy as a slave serving this
farseer girl, and the growth in their shared life is amazing: great combination of drama, conflicts, some politics (viewed from a
kid's perspective), comedy (the sarcastic inner thoughts of this guy is what I loved the most about this VN), growth and
character development that makes you care even about the antagonists throughout the story. Combined with a great music (the
2nd thing I love the most is that menu song if heard countless times, with its perfectly placed image of Miyon) and some nice
(though limited) sceneries and character drawings, makes it one of my favourite VN.
Though Like the phrase "is not about the destination, but about the travel" this game is really great during its story, but I've
personally felt more or less disappointed with all endings; not just about some of them being mostly sad (no problem reading the
"bad endings" of VN like Grisaia) but as I said, just outright disappointment, specially in the unconclusive category: I know
some writers like the "open endings" of "you imagine your own future", but in many cases these felt like just a cut out of
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nowhere in the middle of the telling, specially with unexplained questions left (like what happened to this guy, or what about
that incident, or what about that city...).
In conclusion, great overall, disappointing endings.. I'm enjoying this game a good bit, it is like kingdoms, but it does need alittle
more work for sure. upgrades for booster and also to let you k now when you are being attacked.

In addition, there are several elements that could be explained better.

But it's kingdoms with slightly more management..  Well i made it to level 5 , is that good? if it wasn't for those two possessed
chests coming to life and feasting on me , plus F U little blue gnome guy you were too spooky for me and made me prang out
and get eaten by the chests 

This game is splendid , absoulety splendid. Not for me. Awkward controls and easy death. If you like frustration, go for it.. So
I've played this with my friend.

We always start enjoying it to the point where it bugs out completely.

There'll be so many times where your controller will just stop working, noteably if you accidentally push the steamVR menu
button. The actual shoot function stops working and ruins the work you put in.

Could have some more levels and scenery, just seems to be one graveyard map.
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This is a "time management" game, which means some actions are to be performed by the caracters controled by the player,
before the alloted time is over. Same concept as the series "12 Labours of Hercules" and "MOAI".

It gets pretty quickly challenging and to get the 3 stars for each level, there's some replaying involved. That can be done any time
once a given level is reached on the map.

There are some achievements, which aren't too exotic (they trigger by simply playing the game, mostly).

Graphics are fine and the music is OK (albeit boring over time).
I'm halfway through there and spent more than 3h already. Really enjoying playing this.. This side-story adds details of Yuji and
Asako relationship.
As Yuji\u2019s not the main character, we listen to him speaking, yippee! He has a nice young adult voice. His high-pitched
boy voice as he was in the restaurant made me laugh cos he plays the innocent child.
How funny to read about Asako\u2019s laziness and Yuji being the serious parent making her reports. You have sniping
knowledge and Yuji\u2019s behaviour to the trigger which will lighten the reversal of his mind as he will see Heath
Oslo.
. This game is a ton fun, it lacks a player base to allow for versus mode to be fun the population most grow. A faithful
representation of the actual boardgame. Being able to boot up and play a solo game, or use the campaign-like setting is
a great timesaver if you don't want to set up the game at home.

AI seems to be very fairly made.. Not bad game. Is interesante I like it.. Oddly adorable.. Basically timberman the
minecraft version. I can't believe how underrated this game is! The tutorial mission isn't that difficult (the only
problem is than they didn't mention you also need the left, right, up, down keys to maneuver with the plane). You just
need to press W + down and that's all you need to lift the plane.

W-S: Control speed
A-D: Control direction
UP-DOWN-LEFT-RIGHT: Control inclination (Left-Right inclination may turn the plane down. You can correct it by
using DOWN key).
E: Shoot bomb\/missile (Change with Q)
SPACE: Shoot bullets
CTRL+SPACE or CTRL+E : Shoot special projectiles (if available - Seen over score, at the left)
F1-7: Activate different kinds of view.
G: Pull\/hide plane wheels

Aaand that'd be all I guess.

SPOILERS

-Really loved the bomber plane mission, I was just shooting while a pilot was driving and suddenly he was shot and I
had to drive the plane! It was a bit difficult since the plane was really slow (as it should be nonetheless).
-I suffered a lot with the mission where you steal a reaction plane from the nazis, it wasn't specially difficult but it
didn't have any checkpoint. So you could go back to the beginning of the mission quite easily. That made this mission
even more difficult than the last ones.
I remembered it now. I didn't know I had to press G to pull the wheels out. Otherwise I couldn't land and I ended up
exploding.

SPOILERS END

I played this game as a child and it's been a long time since then. I hope someone else can also enjoy this game as I did.
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